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with folding skirts and folding top and bottom skirts

LED boom lighting for series INDUSTRIAL - series S

The lighting is freely configurable via the barrier controller MO 24. Example:
Barrier closed = red, barrier in motion = flashes red, barrier open = green.

LED boom lighting 
for the use with folding skirts and folding top and bottom skirts

The barrier boom is evenly illuminated over the entire length by red, green or blue LED lights. 
The lighting type (permanent or flashing) can be set on the controller MO 24. The visibility of the 
barrier boom is significantly increased in darkness, poor visibility conditions and during the day.

  Evenly illumination of the entire 
        boom length   
  Visible from both sides
  Multi-colour light 
        (red / green / blue possible)
  LED technology with low power consumption
  Protection class IP 68
       (when preassembled ex works ELKA)

  Up to a barrier boom length of 6,000mm
        pre-assembled ex works (complete barrier)
  Up to a barrier boom length of 8,000mm     
        for on-site assembly
  Can be shortened as required
  Mounted ex works or available as retrofit kit 
  Easy to install

Series INDUSTRIAL - series S with folding skirt HG 75

Series INDUSTRIAL - series S with folding top and bottom skirt SG 150

Available from end of March 2021

We like to invite you to visit our digital booth:
22. - 25. February 2021 at www.rt-expo.digital

Please use our invitation code to register yourself using the following link:
RTELKATOH0121 at www.messeticketservice.de
(Only one booking can be made per email address)
Registration with our invitation code is free.

You will be able to log-in from the 22. February 2021, 9 am.

We look forward to seeing you there!
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